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Chapter 5

Continuity of the Peierls Barrier and
Robustness of Minimal Laminations

Abstract
This chapter deals with finite range monotone variational recurrence relationsover Z.
Such recurrence relations arise in solid state physics, conservative lattice dynamics
and as Hamiltonian twist maps. An example is the Frenkel-Kontorova lattice. Aubry-
Mather theory guarantees the existence of action-minimizing solutions of every rota-
tion number ! ! R. For every ! these minimizers form ordered families, which for
irrational rotation numbers can be either connected - minimal foliations, or discon-
nected - minimal laminations.

A recurrence relation does not admit a minimal foliation of irrational rotation
number !, when the corresponding Peierls barrier function is non vanishing. We first
show that the Peierls barrier function is sequentially continuous at irrational rotation
numbers, with the help of continued fraction expansions. This allows us to prove a
robustness statement for minimal laminations, under perturbations of local potentials
that generate the variational recurrence relation. More precisely, the property that a
local action has a positive Peierls barrier corresponding to a specific irrational rotation
number !, is open in the C2 topology.
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5.1 Introduction
We are interested in monotone variational recurrence relations generated by a C2

“local action” function S : Rr+1 " R. More precisely, on the space of real-valued
sequences, in the following called “configurations”, we are searching for such x ! RZ,
which are solutions of the recurrence relation

i!

j=i!r

"iSj(x) = 0, for all i ! Z, (5.1.1)

where Sj(x) := S(xj , ..., xj+r) and r # 1. The precise conditions on S are explained in
section 5.2.1. The number r is called the range of interaction. Recall that finding an
orbit of a Hamiltonian twist map on the annulus corresponds to solving a monotone
variational recurrence relation of range one (see e.g. [57], or [37]). Models with ranges
higher than one appear in conservative lattice systems and in solid state physics.

Monotone variational recurrence relations have been studied extensively in the
scope of Aubry-Mather theory (see section 5.2 for an overview of these results). In
particular, it is well known that they admit a specific set of solutions: Birkho! global
minimizers of an arbitrary rotation number ! ! R. In case that ! ! R\Q, the
“recurrent” Birkho! global minimizers of rotation number ! form the Aubry-Mather
set. This set can be either homeomorphic to a circle, or a Cantor set (see [12]).

If the Aubry-Mather set is connected, or if its gaps are foliated by global mini-
mizers, Birkho! global minimizers of rotation number ! form a minimal foliation.
On the other hand, if the gaps are not foliated by global minimizers, we say that
the minimizers form a minimal lamination. In the case of r = 1 minimal foliations
represent energy transport barriers for the corresponding Hamiltonian twist map. In
crystal models minimal foliations are associated to the e!ect of “sliding”, and minimal
laminations to “pinning”.

It is thus an interesting question whether generically minimal laminations, or
minimal foliations occur. It turns out that the answer to this question is very delicate,
and it depends on the “irrationality degree” of the rotation number. For example,
in the case of Hamiltonian twist maps and for some generalizations of the Frenkel-
Konotova model, the following results have been proved by a KAM approach. Namely,
it has been shown that the set of local potentials that admit minimal foliations of
rotation number ! is open in the Ck topology for large enough k, when the rotation
number ! ! R\Q is Diophantine, i.e. “very irrational” (see [22, 75]).

On the other hand, a converse KAM theory based on destruction of minimal
foliations for “not-too irrational” (e.g. Liouville) rotation numbers has also been
developed. For Hamiltonian twist maps it has been shown by Mather in [54] that if
the rotation number ! ! R\Q is Liouville, then the set of local potentials that do
not have a minimal foliation of rotation number ! is dense in any Ck topology, for
k # 2 (see [54]). Furthermore, this result was modified to the analytic setting by Forni
in [33]. The extension of this theory to longer range interactions has been recently
developed in [69].

Monotone Variational Recurrence Relations
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A useful tool for determining whether the gaps of the Cantor set are foliated by
global minimizers or not, is the Peierls barrier function (see section 5.2.3). More
precisely, a gap of the Cantor set is not foliated by global minimizers, if and only
if the corresponding Peierls barrier function is zero. In case of Hamiltonian twist
maps, the Peierls barrier function has been studied extensively by Mather in [53].
He proved a modulus of continuity for the Peierls barrier with respect to rotation
numbers, which was the main ingredient of the proof of the destruction result [54]
mentioned above (see also [52]). The proof of Mather’s continuity statement relies
heavily on the fact that global minimizers of range one variational recurrence relations
have the “single crossing property”, which does not hold for longer-range interactions.
Thus, the extension of the results in [54] to longer range interactions in [69] required
a new approach.

We now present the main results of this chapter. Using the tools developed in
[69] and the properties of continued fraction expansions, we prove in section 5.4 the
following continuity statement for the Peierls barrier:

Theorem 5.1.1. Let S be a local action, ! ! R\Q and qn
pn

" ! be the continued
fraction approximation of !. Then for every # ! R, the periodic Peierls barrier
functions Ppn,qn(#) converge to the quasi-periodic Peierls barrier P!(#).

Let us stress that the continuity statement of theorem 5.1.1 is weaker than
Mather’s result in [53]. However, in contrast to Mather’s result, our statement applies
to longer range interactions and the proof is much simpler. We use this continuity
property of the Peierls barrier to show the following robustness result of minimal
laminations, which is stated more precisely theorem 5.5.1.

Theorem 5.1.2. Let S be a local action and ! ! R\Q, such that the Birkho! global
minimizers of S with rotation number ! do not form a minimal foliation. Then there
exists an $ > 0, such that for all local potentials T with $T % S$C2 & $, the Birkho!
global minimizers of T with rotation number ! also cannot form a minimal foliation.

In particular, this result together with the destruction result from [69], implies that
for all Liouville rotation numbers, the set of local potentials that have laminations of
that rotation number is not only dense, but also open in an appropriate Ck topology,
and in this sense generic.

All the other robustness results for minimal laminations that the authors are
aware of only apply to Hamiltonian twist maps. Moreover, they are based on the
so-called Green’s criterium and they require strong hyperbolicity properties of the
corresponding map. See for example [9] and [49].

5.2 Aubry-Mather theory
In this section we present some of the results from Aubry-Mather Theory for vari-
ational monotone recurrence relations. The first results in this direction were obtained
for twist maps by Aubry and La Daeron in [8] and by Mather in [50]. Most proofs of
the statements below, can also be found in [43, 29, 27, 68].

Monotone Variational Recurrence Relations
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5.2.1 Local actions, global minimizers, and Birkho! configurations
Local actions

Let x ! RZ, 1 & r ! N, and define Sj(x) := S(xj , ..., xj+r), where S : Rr+1 " R is a
C2 local action. Recall that we are searching for solutions of

i!

j=i!r

"iSj(x) = 0 for all i ! Z .

Observe that this is equivalent to solving

'W (x) = 0,

where W is the formal action defined by W (x) :=
"

j"Z Sj(x). We assume the
following conditions on Sj (for all j ! Z).

A. Periodicity:
Sj(x+ 1) = S(xj + 1, ..., xj+r + 1) = Sj(x).

B. Monotonicity:

"i,kSj & 0 for all i (= k,while "j,j+1Sj < 0 .

Condition B is also called a twist condition or a ferromagnetic condition.

C. Coercivity: it holds for all k ! {j + 1, ..., j + r} that

lim
|xj!xk|#$

Sj(x) = ) .

D. Uniform bounds on derivatives: there is a constant C > 0 so that

$"iSj$sup & C for all j & i & j+ r and $"i,kSj$sup & C for all j & i, k & j+ r .

Remark: condition D is included for technical reasons alone, since we are fo-
cusing on Birkho! configurations with bounded rotation numbers (introduced
below). Such configurations form a compact set in RZ, so they automatically
satisfy condition D.

Next, let us define for every interval B = [i0%r, i1] * Z with i0 & i1 the interior of
B by B̊ := [i0, i1] and the closure of B by B := [i0% r, i1+ r]. Then we can define the
boundary of B by "B = B\B̊ so that "B := "B! + "B+ and "B! := [i0 % r, i0 % 1],
"B+ := [i1 + 1, i1 + r], and observe that |"B±| = r.

Next, we define
WB(x) :=

!

i"B

Si(x),

which is a function of coordinates of x with indices in B, i.e. xi0!r, ..., xi1+r. It is
easy to see that condition D on uniform bounds of the derivatives of the local action
S, implies the following Lipschitz continuity property of WB .

Monotone Variational Recurrence Relations
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Proposition 5.2.1. Let c := C(r + 1), where the constant C is as in condition D on
the local potentials. Then it holds for all x, y ! RZand for any B = [i0 % r, i1] with
i0 & i1 ! Z that

|WB(x)%WB(y)| & c
!

i"B

|xi % yi|.

Moreover, by choosing c larger if necessary, we may assume that the estimate above
holds for all local potentials S̃ with $S̃ % S$C2 & 1.

Proof. It holds by interpolation and by condition D on the the local potential S that

|WB(x)%WB(y)| &
!

j"B

|Sj(x)% Sj(y)| =
!

j"B

####
$ 1

0

d

d%
Sj(%x+ (1% %)y)d%

####

&
!

j"B

j+r!

k=j

$ 1

0
|"kSj(%x+ (1% %)y)| d% · |xk % yk| & C(r + 1)

!

k"B

|xk % yk| .

Observe that it holds for any i ! B̊ that

"iWB(x) =
i!

j=i!r

"iSj(x).

This implies that x is a solution of (5.1.1), if and only if for every B ! Z, x is an
equilibrium point of WB , with respect to variations with support in B̊.

Global minimizers

Definition 5.2.2. A configuration x is called a global minimizer, if it holds for all B as
above and for all all v such that supp(v) * B̊ that WB(x) & WB(x + v). We denote
the set of all global minimizers by GM.

Definition 5.2.2 implies that global minimizers minimize the energy function WB ,
with respect to compactly supported variations. In particular, they solve (5.1.1).
For global minimizers, the following much sharper Lipschitz continuity follows from
proposition 5.2.1.

Corollary 5.2.3. Let x, y ! GM be global minimizers and B = [i0, i1] * Z with
i0 & i1 % r, but otherwise arbitrary. Then it holds that

|WB(x)%WB(y)| & c
!

i""B

|xi % yi|.

Proof. We can change x into a variation of y by defining

x̃i := xi for all i ! B̊, and x̃i = yi for i /! B̊.

Monotone Variational Recurrence Relations
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Then it holds that !

i"B

|x̃i % xi| &
!

i""B

|xi % yi|

which implies by proposition 5.2.1 that

|WB(x̃)%WB(x)| & c
!

i""B

|xi % yi|.

Because y ! M and x̃ is a variation of y with support in B̊, it holds that

WB(y) & WB(x̃) & WB(x) + c
!

i""B

|xi % yi|.

The corollary follows by repeating the steps above, with the roles of x and y reversed.

Birkho! configurations

The following standard notions are also useful. Define for every k, l ! Z the translation
operator

%k,l : RZ " RZ by (%k,lx)i := xi!k + l. (5.2.2)
Next, we denote di!erent degrees of ordering for configurations x and y by

• x & y if for all i ! Z, xi & yi,

• x < y if for all i ! Z, xi & yi and x (= y, (weak ordering)

• x , y if for all i ! Z, xi < yi (strong ordering).

This allows us to define the class of Birkho! configurations, which are ordered
with respect to their translates:

Definition 5.2.4. We call a configuration x ! RZ Birkho!, if it satisfies for all k, l ! Z
that either

%k,lx # x or %k,lx & x .

A very complete overview of the properties of Birkho! configurations can be found
in [37]. We denote the class of Birkho! configurations by B and recall that for every
x ! B there exists a number &(x) ! R, such that for all i ! Z,

|xi % x0 % &(x)i| & 1.

In particular, it holds that &(x) is the rotation number of x, i.e.

&(x) = lim
i#±$

xi

i
.

We denote by B! := {x ! B | &(x) = !}.
We denote the set of Birkho! global minimizers by M := B - GM and moreover,

we define M! := B! - GM. We will explain below why M is an interesting set of
solutions to (5.1.1).

Monotone Variational Recurrence Relations
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5.2.2 Periodic minimizers

For every (p, q) ! N. Z, we define the set of (p, q)-periodic configurations by

Xp,q := {y ! RZ | %p,qy = y}.

It follows from property A of the local action S, that for all (p, q) ! N.Z and for
all y ! Xp,q, the action

Wp,q(y) :=
j+p!1!

i=j

Si(y)

is well defined (independent of j). Moreover, it follows from condition C that for all
(p, q) ! N. Z, Wp,q attains a minimum on Xp,q. The corresponding configuration is
called a (p, q)-periodic minimizer. We denote the set of (p, q)-periodic minimizers by
Mp,q.

Let y, z ! Xp,q and define m,M ! Xp,q by mi := min{yi, zi} and Mi :=
max{yi, zi}. Then the monotonicity condition B of the local potentials together with
an interpolation argument gives us the minimum-maximum principle

Wp,q(y) +Wp,q(z) # Wp,q(M) +Wp,q(m) . (5.2.3)

Moreover, one can show that if y and z solve the recurrence relation (5.1.1), they
satisfy a strong ordering property:

if z > y, then z / y . (5.2.4)

For complete proofs of these statements see [68], or [43].
Properties (5.2.3) and (5.2.4) imply the famous Aubry Lemma.

Lemma 5.2.5. Let y, z ! Mp,q such that z (= y. Then either z , y or y , z.

Proof. By (5.2.3) it holds that M and m are also minimizers of Wp,q and hence
solutions, and by (5.2.4) they are strictly ordered with respect to y and z.

The Aubry lemma implies that Mp,q is either a disconnected, or a connected
strictly ordered set of minimizers. In fact, it is not di"cult to see that generically Mp,q

is discrete - a finite collection of periodic configurations. Moreover, observe that since
Wp,q(%k,ly) = Wp,q(y), it follows that Mp,q is translation invariant. In particular, let
us denote by Bp,q := Xp,q - B the set of (p, q)-periodic Birkho! configurations. Then
by lemma 5.2.5 it holds that Mp,q * Bp,q and since it holds for every y ! Xp,q that
&(y) = q

p , it also holds that Mp,q * Bp,q * Bq/p. An interesting property of Birkho!
configurations is that Bnp,nq = Bp,q, which implies that that Mp,q = Mnp,nq. This
property of periodic minimizers can be used to show that (p, q)-periodic minimizers
are global minimizers, that is Mp,q * Mq/p * M (for precise proofs see e.g. [68]).

Monotone Variational Recurrence Relations
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Definition 5.2.6. Let y ! Mp,q be a (p, q)-periodic minimizer and # ! R arbitrary.
Then we define the (p, q)-periodic Peierls barrier by

Pp,q(#) := min
z"Xp,q,z0=#

Wp,q(z)%Wp,q(y) # 0 ,

which is well defined by the coercivity condition C. Moreover, at least one minimizing
configuration yp,q(#) ! Xp,q that satisfies Wp,q(yp,q(#)) = Pp,q(#) exists.

The minimizing configurations yp,q(#) also satisfy a weak version of the Aubry
lemma. More precisely, let us first denote for any two arbitrary ordered configurations
x! < x+ the corresponding ordered interval by

[x!, x+] := {x ! RZ | x!
i & xi & x+

i for all i ! Z}.

Assume that there exist two (p, q)-periodic minimizers y! , y+, such that [y!, y+]-
Xp,q - Mp,q = {y!, y+}. Then we call gp,q := [y!, y+] - Xp,q a gap in Mp,q. The
following lemma is a simple extension of the Aubry lemma, but for the sake of com-
pleteness, we provide its proof nevertheless.

Lemma 5.2.7. It holds for all # ! R that either yp,q(#) ! Mp,q, or that there is a
gap gp,q = [y!, y+] - Xp,q in Mp,q with y!0 < # < y+0 , such that yp,q(#) ! gp,q. In
particular, yp,q(#) ! Bp,q.

Proof. Let yp,q(#) /! Mp,q, and let gp,q = [y!, y+] - Xp,q with y!0 < # < y+0 be the
corresponding gap in Mp,q. Define m,M ! Xp,q by mi := min{yp,q(#)i, y!i } and
Mi := max{yp,q(#)i, y!i } and note that M0 = # and that m0 = y!0 . It holds by (5.2.3)
that

Wp,q(M) +Wp,q(m) & Wp,q(y
p,q(#)) +Wp,q(y

!).

Since yp,q(#) is minimal subject to #, and since M0 = #, it holds that Wp,q(M) #
Wp,q(yp,q(#)), so Wp,q(m) & Wp,q(y!) must hold. This implies that m ! Mp,q and
by (5.2.4) that m = y!. Hence, yp,q(#) > y!. A similar deduction implies that
yp,q(#) < y+. It is furthermore clear that yp,q(#) ! Bp,q, since y! < yp,q(#) < y+ and
because lemma 5.2.5 holds for %k,ly!, %k,ly+ ! Mp,q, for all integers k, l.

The proof of the following relatively simple lemma can be found in section 3.1 in
[27], or to theorem 10.2 in [68].

Lemma 5.2.8. Let q
p ! Q with q and p relative prime, and assume that x!, x+ ! Mp,q

with x! , x+ define a gap [x!, x+] - Xp,q in Mp,q Then
p!

i=1

x+
i % x!

i & 1.

This implies the following:

Corollary 5.2.9. Let q
p ! Q with q and p relative prime and p # r. Then it holds for

all # ! R that Pp,q(#) & 2c.

Monotone Variational Recurrence Relations
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Proof. It is easy to see that the Lipschitz continuity of WB from proposition 5.2.1
also holds for Wp,q. This fact together with lemma 5.2.8 and lemma 5.2.7 finishes the
proof.

5.2.3 Quasi-periodic minimizers
The following theorem is originally due to Aubry and le Daeron [8], and Mather [50].
The generalization to finite range variational recurrence relations has been first made
by Koch, de la Llave and Radin in [43]. We state it without a proof.

Theorem 5.2.10. Let qn
pn

" ! ! R\Q. Then there exists a subsequence qnk
pnk

! Q with
a corresponding sequence of configurations xnk ! Mpnk

,qnk
, such that in the product

topology of RZ

lim
k#$

xnk = x̄ ! M! .

The existence of Birkho! global minimizers of arbitrary rotation numbers is the
first main result of the Aubry-Mather theory. Another important result is the follow-
ing.

Theorem 5.2.11. Let ! ! R\Q. Then all Birkho! global minimizers of the rotation
number ! are ordered. That is, for all x, y ! M!, it holds that either x , y, x = y,
or x / y.

The most general proof of this theorem is due to Bangert in [12], which was
originally applied to the strongly related study of minimal solutions of variational
elliptic PDEs on the torus, studied by Moser in [61, 63, 65, 64]. Bangert proves that
similarly as in Poincaré classification theory (see [42]), for any x ! M!, the set

M(x) := {%k,lx | k, l ! Z}

has a unique minimal invariant subset Mrec(x) * M(x). Moreover, it is shown in [12]
that Mrec(x) is independent of x. This gives us the definition of the Aubry-Mather
set:

Definition 5.2.12. For every ! ! R\Q the Aubry-Mather set Mrec
! is defined as the

unique minimal subset of M! that is closed and invariant under translations.

We summarize the properties of Aubry-Mather sets in the following proposition.

Proposition 5.2.13. For any local action S and irrational rotation number !, the
Aubry-Mather set Mrec

! satisfies the following properties.

1. Mrec
! is either homeomorphic to a circle, or to a Cantor set.

2. For every two elements x, y ! Mrec
! , there exists a monotone increasing sequence

{kn}n"N and a sequence {ln}n"N, such that y = limn#$ %kn,lnx, where the limit
is point-wise. In fact, these sequences can be chosen such that %kn,lnx is either
strictly increasing, or strictly decreasing.

Monotone Variational Recurrence Relations
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3. If qn
pn

" !, then for every x! ! Mrec
! , there exists a subsequence {nk}k"N, with

corresponding minimizers xnk ! Mpnk
,qnk

, such that xnk " x! point-wise.

In case that Mrec
! is homeomorphic to a circle, it obviously holds that Mrec

! = M!

and in particular, M! is a foliation by global minimizers - a minimal foliation. On
the other hand, if Mrec

! is a Cantor set, then it has infinitely many gaps: sequences
x!, x+ ! Mrec

! form a gap, if they satisfy x! , x+ and [x!, x+]-Mrec
! = {x!, x+}.

In this case, M! could still be a minimal foliation if all of the gaps of the Cantor set
are filled by stationary points, which are then automatically global minimizers (for a
proof of this latter statement see for example theorem 10.2 in [68]). If, however, there
is a gap in Mrec

! that is not foliated by solutions, M! is not a minimal foliation and
it is then usually called a minimal lamination.

To investigate minimal laminations more precisely, we use the following summab-
ility of the gaps. We state it without a proof, and refer the reader to section 3.1 in
[27], or to theorem 10.2 in [68].

Lemma 5.2.14. Assume that y!, y+ ! Mrec
! form a gap in Mrec

! , that is, y! , y+

and [y!, y+] -Mrec
! = {y!, y+}. Then it holds that

!

i"Z
y+i % y!i & 1.

As a result of this lemma, we can define the so-called gap action. For proofs, see
sections 3.2 and 3.3 in [27], or section 10 in [68].

Proposition 5.2.15. Assume that y!, y+ ! Mrec
! with y! , y+, form a gap in Mrec

! .
Then for every y ! [y!, y+] we may define the gap-action W[y!,y+] : [y

!, y+] " R, by

W[y!,y+](y) :=
!

i"Z
(Si(y)% Si(y

!)).

The gap-action satisfies the following properties:

• the sum that defines the gap-action is absolutely convergent,

• for all y ! [y!, y+] it holds that W[y!,y+](y) # 0,

• W[y!,y+] is continuous with respect to point-wise convergence inside [y!, y+],

• W[y!,y+](y) = 0 if and only if y ! M!.

Finally, we introduce the irrational Peierls barrier, which was studied precisely by
Mather in [53], in case of range one interactions.

Definition 5.2.16. Let S be a local action, ! ! R\Q, and let # ! R. Define the Peierls
barrier function P!(#) for S by the following:

• If # = y0 for some y ! Mrec
! , then P!(#) := 0,

Monotone Variational Recurrence Relations
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• otherwise, if # ! (y!0 , y
+
0 ) for some gap [y!, y+] in Mrec

! , then

P!(#) := min
y"[y!,y+],y0=#

W[y!,y+](y) .

Moreover, by compactness of the gap, we may define x(#) ! [y!, y+] as a minimal
configuration subject to # in [y!, y+]. I.e. x(#)0 = # and W[y!,y+](x(#)) = P!(#).

Note that M! is not a minimal foliation, if and only if there exists # ! R, such
that P!(#) > 0.

5.3 A technical lemma
This section is devoted to proving a technical lemma, which lies at the core of the
proofs of the main results of this chapter: theorem 5.4.8 and theorem 5.5.1. We
first introduce the notion of continued fraction approximations. Next, we state the
technical lemma along with some consequences. Then we introduce a couple of help-
ful tools that allow us to compare Birkho! periodic sequences of close-by rotation
numbers and finally, we provide the proof to the technical lemma.

5.3.1 Continued Fraction Expansions
Let ! ! R\Q and denote the canonical continued fraction expansion by square brack-
ets

! = [a0; a1, a2, a3, ...]

= a0 +
1

a1 +
1

a2+ 1
a3+...

.

See for example [4] §11. We let qn
pn

= [a0; a1, ..., an] be the convergents to !.
Continued fractions are the best rational approximations in the following sense, it

holds for all n ! N that | qnpn
% !| < | qp % !| for all p < pn. It is well known that

qnpn!1 % pnqn!1 = (%1)n, (5.3.5)

which implies that for each n ! N the integers pn and qn are relative prime, and that
for all N > n

| qn
pn

% qN
pN

| & 1

p2n
. (5.3.6)

Moreover, it holds that if qn!1

pn!1
> !, then qn

pn
< !. The iterative algorithm for

computing qn and pn is the following:

qn = anqn!1 + qn!2 and pn = anpn!1 + pn!2,
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where q!1 = p!2 = 1 and q!2 = p!1 = 0 and an are positive integers. In particular,
it follows that

p2n+1 # 2n and p2n+2 # 2n for all n,

which implies
pn # 2

n
2 !1 for all n. (5.3.7)

5.3.2 Statement of the technical lemma
Let {qn/pn} denote the continued fraction approximations of ! and denote by

Pn(#) := Ppn,qn(#).

The following lemma is the main technical step for the proofs of theorem 5.4.8 and
theorem 5.5.1 below.

Technical Lemma. Let qn
pn

" ! be the continued fraction approximation of ! and Pn

the corresponding Peierls barrier functions. Then it holds for all # ! R that

Pn+1(#) # Pn(#)%
14cr

pn
,

where the constant c > 0 is as in proposition 5.2.1.

Proof. See section 5.3.4.

This lemma has the following “stronger version”.

Corollary 5.3.1. Let qn
pn

" ! be the continued fraction approximation of ! and Pn the
corresponding Peierls barrier functions. Then it holds for every N ! N and for every
n > N that

Pn(#) # PN (#)% 8 · 14cr
2N/2

.

Proof. It follows from the technical lemma and the property (5.3.7) of the continued
fractions that

Pn+1(#) # Pn(#)%
14cr

pn
# Pn(#)%

2 · 14cr
2n/2

.

By summing the geometric series, it follows for all n > N that

Pn(#) # PN (#)% 2 · 14cr
n!1!

i=N

2!n/2 # PN (#)% 2 · 14cr
2N/2

%
1

1% 2!
1
2

&
.

The observation that 1% 2!
1
2 > 1

4 finishes the proof.

Corollary 5.3.1 has the following very nice consequence:
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Corollary 5.3.2. Let qn
pn

" ! be the continued fraction approximation of ! and Pn the
corresponding Peierls barrier functions. Then it holds for every # ! R, that the limit
limn#$ Pn(#) exists.

Proof. By corollary 5.2.9 it holds that Pn(#) & 2c, so that lim supn#$ Pn(#) exists.
By corollary 5.3.1 it then holds that

lim inf
n#$

Pn(#) = lim sup
n#$

Pn(#) .

5.3.3 Comparing periodic configurations of nearby periodicities
Comparing periodic minimizers

The next proposition allows us to compare the actions of periodic minimizers of close-
by rotation numbers. The proof follows the same idea as the proof of corollary 5.2.3.

Proposition 5.3.3. Let q
p ,

Q
P be such that Qp%Pq = ±1 holds. Then it holds for every

Y ! MP,Q and y ! Mp,q that

|pWP,Q(Y )% PWp,q(y)| & cr,

where the constant c is as in proposition 5.2.1.

Proof. It holds that

pWP,Q(Y ) = W[0,Pp!1](Y ) and pWp,q(y) = W[0,Pp!1](y),

where W[0,Pp!1](y) is a function of coordinates {y0, ..., yPp!1+r}. Since Y ! MP,Q

and MP,Q = MpP,pQ, and because Qp% Pq = ±1, we may change Y into a Pp, Pq-
periodic configuration on the coordinates {0, ..., Pp% 1 + r}, by defining

Ỹi :=

'
Yi if i ! [0, Pp% 1],

Yi + (±1) if i ! [Pp, Pp% 1 + r].

It then holds that W[0,Pp!1](Y ) % W[0,Pp!1](Ỹ ) & cr by proposition 5.2.1. Since
y ! MPp,Pq, it holds that

W[0,Pp!1](y) & W[0,Pp!1](Ỹ ) & W[0,Pp!1](Y ) + cr. (5.3.8)

Similarly, we may change y into a pP, pQ-periodic configuration on the coordinates
{0, ..., Pp % 1 + r}, by defining ỹi := yi if i ! [0, Pp % 1] and ỹi = yi % (±1) if
i ! [Pp, Pp% 1 + r]. Equivalently as above it then holds that

W[0,Pp!1](Y ) & W[0,Pp!1](ỹ) & W[0,Pp!1](y) + cr. (5.3.9)

Inequalities (5.3.8) and (5.3.9) together give us the statement of the proposition.

Note that by (5.3.5) proposition 5.2.3 applies when { qn
pn

}n"N is the continued
fraction expansion of !, and q

p = qn!1

pn!1
, Q

P = qn
pn

holds.
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Comparing Birkho! configurations over specific domains

The proof of a slightly more general version of the following theorem can be found
in section 3.2 in [69]. Roughly speaking, it implies the following. If x ! BP,Q is
a periodic Birkho! configurations of rotation number Q

P , and q
p is another rotation

number with P > p > 0. Then we can change x to x̃ ! Bp,q, by changing it on a
specifically chosen segment of size r, by a “small” change proportional to |QP % q

p |.

Theorem 5.3.4. Let (p, q), (P,Q) ! N. Z be periods with P > p and define

a(p, q, P,Q) :=

(
2(p+ r)p

####
Q

P
% q

p

####

)
,

where 0'1 denotes the smallest integer bigger then or equal to '. Then for every
x ! BP,Q there exists an i0 ! [%p+ r + 1, r], such that

i0!1!

i=i0!r

|xi+p % q % xi| =
i0!1!

i=i0!r

|%!1
p,qxi % xi| &

ra

p
.

Assume now that (p, q) = (pn, qn) and (P,Q) = (pn+1, qn+1) are two successive
continued fraction expansions of ! ! R\Q. The following corollary then follows from
theorem 5.3.4.

Corollary 5.3.5. Let qn
pn

" ! be the continued fraction approximation of !. Assume
that pn # r, and let x ! Bpn+1,qn+1 . Then there exists an i0 ! [%p + r + 1, r], such
that

i0!1!

i=i0!r

|%!1
pn,qnxi % xi| &

4r

pn
.

Proof. Plugging (5.3.6) into the definition of a(pn, qn, pn+1, qn+1) from theorem 5.3.4,
it follows that a(pn, qn, pn+1, qn+1) & 4, which gives us the result.

We summarize the consequences of theorem 5.3.4 and corollary 5.3.5 in the fol-
lowing proposition.

Proposition 5.3.6. Let qn
pn

" ! be the continued fraction approximation of !. For a
fixed n ! N with pn # r, let x ! Bpn+1,qn+1 . Let i0 ! [%pn + r+ 1, r] be as in theorem
5.3.4 and define for every i ! Z the integers m(i), k(i) by

i% i0 = k(i)pn +m(i) , where 0 & m(i) < pn.

Moreover, let Bpn := [i0 % r, i0 + pn % r % 1], so that |Bpn | = pn and that 0 ! Bpn .
Then we may define x̃ ! Bpn,qn by

x̃i := xm(i) + k(i)qn,
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so that x̃|Bpn+r = x|Bpn+r and that
"

i"Bpn
|xi % x̃i| & 4r

pn
. We call x̃ the pn, qn-

periodic approximation of x ! Bpn+1,qn+1 . Moreover, it holds that

|WBpn
(x)%WBpn

(x̃)| & 4cr

pn
.

Proof. The proof follows by applying corollary 5.3.5 to proposition 5.2.1 and recalling
that WBp(x) is a function of {xi0!r, ..., xi0+p}.

5.3.4 Proof of the technical lemma
Now we have all the tools for the proof of the technical lemma above. We state it
again, for the convenience of the reader.

Technical Lemma. Let qn
pn

" ! be the continued fraction approximation of ! and Pn

the corresponding Peierls barrier functions. Then it holds for all # ! R that

Pn+1(#) # Pn(#)%
14cr

pn
,

where the constant c > 0 is as in proposition 5.2.1.

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that Pn(#) = ( > 14cr
pn

, because
Pn+1(#) # 0.

Let ỹn+1(#) be the (pn, qn)-periodic approximation of yn+1(#) and

Bn+1
pn

:= [i0 % r, i0 + pn % r % 1]

be the corresponding domain, as constructed in proposition 5.3.6. Then it holds that

|WBn+1
pn

(ỹn+1(#))%WBn+1
pn

(yn+1(#))| & 4cr

pn
.

Observe that by construction of ỹn+1 one of the following two cases has to hold:
either ỹn+1(#)0 = #, or |ỹn+1(#)0 % #| & 4r

pn
. In each case we can define the configur-

ation z ! Bpn,qn , such that z0 = # and zi = ỹn+1(#)i for all i ! Bn+1
pn

\{0}, for which
it holds

WBn+1
pn

(yn+1(#))+
8cr

pn
#WBn+1

pn
(ỹn+1(#))+

4cr

pn
#WBn+1

pn
(z)#WBn+1

pn
(yn(#)). (5.3.10)

The last inequality follows from minimality of yn(#) subject to #.
To estimate Wpn+1,qn+1(y

n+1(#)), we have to analyze how yn+1(#) behaves on

Bn+1,c
pn

:= [i0 + pn % r, i0 + pn+1 % r % 1],

because

Wpn+1,qn+1(y
n+1(#)) = WBn+1

pn
(yn+1(#)) +WBn+1,c

pn
(yn+1(#)).
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In view of this, observe that since

i0!1!

i=i0!r

|yn+1(#)i % yn+1(#)i+pn + qn| &
4r

pn

and because of pn+1, qn+1 periodicity, i.e. yn+1(#)i = yn+1(#)i+pn+1 + qn+1, it follows
that

4r

pn
#

i0+pn+1!1!

i=i0+pn+1!r!1

|yn+1(#)i % qn+1 % yn+1(#)i+pn!pn+1 + qn| =

=
i0+pn!1!

i=i0+pn!r!1

|yn+1(#)i+pn+1!pn % qn+1 + qn % yn+1(#)i|.

(5.3.11)

That is, yn+1(#) is almost (pn+1%pn, qn+1%qn)-periodic on Bn+1,c
pn

. Denote by ȳn+1(#)
the (pn+1 % pn, qn+1 % qn)-periodic approximation of yn+1(#) and let us denote by
z! ! M(pn+1!pn),(qn+1!qn) a (pn+1%pn, qn+1%qn)-periodic minimizer. It then follows
that

WBn+1,c
pn

(yn+1(#)) # WBn+1,c
pn

(ȳn+1(#))% 4cr

pn
# WBn+1,c

pn
(z!)% 4cr

pn
. (5.3.12)

We would also like to compare the action of z! with the action of yn,!. In order
to do that, observe that

(qn+1 % qn)pn % (pn+1 % pn)qn = qn+1pn % pn+1qn = ±1,

so that it follows by proposition 5.3.3 that

|Wpn+1!pn,qn+1!qn(z
!)% pn+1 % pn

pn
Wpn,qn(y

n,!)| & rc

pn
.

Inequality (5.3.12) now gives us

WBn+1,c
pn

(yn+1(#)) # pn+1 % pn
pn

Wpn,qn(y
n,!)% 5cr

pn
. (5.3.13)

Summing together inequalities (5.3.10) and (5.3.13) gives us

Pn+1(#) =Wpn+1,qn+1(y
n+1(#))%Wpn+1,qn+1(y

n+1,!) #
#WBn+1

pn
(yn+1(#)) +WBn+1,c

pn
(yn+1(#))%Wpn+1,qn+1(y

n+1,!) #

#Wpn,qn(y
n(#)) +

pn+1 % pn
pn

Wpn,qn(y
n,!)%Wpn+1,qn+1(y

n+1,!)% 13cr

pn

=Pn(#) +
pn+1

pn
Wpn,qn(y

n,!)%Wpn+1,qn+1(y
n+1,!)% 13cr

pn
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For the final step of the proof, we apply proposition 5.3.3 to obtain

|Wpn+1,qn+1(y
n+1,!)% pn+1

pn
Wpn,qn(y

n,!)| & cr

pn
,

so that

Pn+1(#) # Wpn,qn(y
n(#)) +

pn+1 % pn % pn+1

pn
Wpn,qn(y

n,!)% 14cr

pn
= Pn(#)%

14cr

pn
.

5.4 Sequential continuity of the Peierls barrier
This section is devoted to the proof of theorem 5.4.8. It shows that at any ! ! R\Q,
the Peierls barrier function is sequential continuous with respect to the continued
fraction expantion of !.

Let qn/pn be the continued fraction approximates of !. Let us fix a # ! R and
recall that the limit

lim
n#$

Pn(#) # 0,

exists by corollary 5.3.2. We would like to show that limn#$ Pn(#) = P!(#). We
start by showing that if the limit is positive, then Mrec

! is not a minimal foliation.

Lemma 5.4.1. Assume that for some # ! R, limn#$ Pn(#) = ( > 0. Then there is a
gap [x!, x+] in Mrec

! , with # ! (x!
0 , x

+
0 ).

Proof. Let N ! N such that for every n # N , Pn(#) # (/2 > 0. This implies by
lemma 5.2.7 that for every n # N , there are configurations yn,± ! Mpn,qn such that
yn,! , yn(#) , yn,+ and such that there exists no y ! Mpn,qn with yn,! , y ,
yn,+. Assume that, contrary to the statement of the proposition, lim supn#$ yn,!0 =
limk#$ ynk,!

0 = #. Then we may define ỹn by ỹni := yn,!i for all i ! Z\{0} and
ỹn0 := #. It follows by proposition 5.2.1 that

0 & Pnk(#) & Wpnk
,qnk

(ỹnk)%Wpnk
,qnk

(ynk,!) " 0,

which is a contradiction. Since by proposition 5.2.13 every x ! Mrec
! is point-wise

approximated by periodic minimizers, this implies that there is no x ! Mrec
! with

x0 = # and the gap [x!, x+] exists.

Next, we explain how to approximate the gap of lemma 5.4.1 arbitrarily well by
periodic minimizers.

Proposition 5.4.2. Assume that, as in lemma 5.4.1, [x!, x+] is a gap in Mrec
! , such

that # ! (x!
0 , x

+
0 ). For every N ! N there exists an infinite monotone sequence

nm ! N, with corresponding minimizers ym,!, ym,+ ! Mpnm ,qnm
such that

!

i"[!N,N ]

|x!
i % ym,!

i | & 1

N
and

!

i"[!N,N ]

|x+
i % ym,+

i | & 1

N
.
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Proof. Since x! ! Mrec
! , there exists by proposition 5.2.13 a sequence of periodic

minimizers ynm ! Mpnm ,qnm
such that ynm " x! for m " ) on compact subsets of

Z. So by definition, for every natural number N % ! N, there exists an M(N %) ! N,
such that for all m > M(N %)

!

i"[!N ",N "]

|x!
i % ynm

i | & 1

2N
.

Furthermore, because x+ ! Mrec
! , it holds by the definition of recurrence, that

there exists a translate %k,lx!, such that

!

i"[!N,N ]

|x+
i % %k,lx

!
i | &

1

2N
.

Moreover, by the observation above, there exists an M(N + k), such that it holds for
all m > M(N + k), that

!

i"[!N,N ]

|%k,lynm
i % %k,lx

!
i | &

!

i"[!N!k,N+k]

|ynm
i % x!

i | &
1

2N
.

Let ym,+ := %k,lynm!M(N+k) , so that for all m ! N

!

i"[!N,N ]

|ym,+
i % x+

i | &
!

i"[!N,N ]

|%k,lynm
i % %k,lx

!
i |+

!

i"[!N,N ]

|%k,lx!
i % x+

i | &
1

N
.

This finishes the proof.

Recall definition 5.2.6 and denote by ym(#) := ypnm ,qnm (#), such that ym(#)0 = #
and

Wpnm ,qnm
(ym(#))%Wpnm ,qnm

(ym,!) = Pnm(#).

It holds by lemma 5.2.7 that ym(#) ! [ym,!, ym,+] - Xpnm ,qnm
.

Let BN := [%N + r,N ] so that BN = [%N,N ]. Since for all m ! N the configura-
tions x± are close to ym,± on BN by proposition 5.4.2, and because of the Lipschitz
continuity of WBN from proposition 5.2.1, it follows that

|WBN (x±)%WBN (ym,±)| & c

N
. (5.4.14)

We would like to show that a similar estimate holds for x!(#) and ym(#) if we choose
the domain BN carefully. We start by proving the following lemma.

Lemma 5.4.3. Let [x!, x+] be a gap in Mrec
! with # ! (x!

0 , x
+
0 ), and let BN :=

[%N + r,N ]. Then there exists an infinite monotone sequence Nl ! N such that for
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all Nl,

!

i""BNl

|x+
i % x!

i | &
1

Nl
and (5.4.15)

!

i""BNl

|ym,+
i % ym,!

i | & 3

Nl
, (5.4.16)

where for a fixed Nl, ym,! and ym,+ are defined for all m ! N as in proposition 5.4.2.

Proof. It holds by lemma 5.2.14 that
"

i"Z |x
+
i % x!

i | & 1. On the other hand, if
(5.4.15) is not true, then

!

i"Z
|x+

i % x!
i | #

$!

k=1

!

i""Bkr

|x+
i % x!

i | >
$!

k=1

1

kr
" ),

which is a contradiction. Then, for any fixed Nl, (5.4.16) follows for all m from
(5.4.15) and from proposition 5.4.2 by the following computation:
!

i""BNl

|yml,+
i % yml,!

i | &
!

i""BNl

|yml,+
i %x+

i |+
!

i""BNl

|x+ %x!|+
!

i""BNl

|yml,!
i %x!

i |,

using the fact that "BNl * BNl = [%Nl, Nl].

The following corollary we state without a proof. It is a simple consequence of pro-
position 5.4.2 and lemma 5.4.3, because x!(#) ! [x!, x+] and ym(#) ! [ym,!, ym,+].

Corollary 5.4.4. Let Nl be as in lemma 5.4.3. Then for all m ! N,

!

i""BNl

|x!(#)% ym(#)| & 4

Nl
.

We would like to compare the actions of x!(#) and ym(#), over the domains BNl

from lemma 5.4.3. The idea behind the proof resembles that of corollary 5.2.3.

Lemma 5.4.5. For every Nl as in lemma 5.4.3, and for all corresponding ym(#) from
proposition 5.4.2, it holds that

|WBNl
(x!(#))%WBNl

(ym(#))| & 5c

Nl
.

Proof. First we show that

WBNl
(ym(#)) # WBNl

(x!(#))% 5c

Nl
. (5.4.17)
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We define the configuration ỹ(#) by

ỹ(#)i :=

*
++++,

++++-

ym(#)i if i ! B̊Nl and ym(#)i ! g!i ,

x!
i if i ! B̊Nl and ym(#)i < x!

i ,

x+
i if i ! B̊Nl and ym(#)i > x+

i ,

x!(#)i if i /! B̊Nl .

Obviously, ỹ(#) ! g! and ỹ(#)0 = #, so it must hold by the minimality of x!(#) that
Wg(ỹ(#)) > Wg(x!(#)). By the lowest line of the definition of ỹ(#), it follows that
ỹ(#) is a variation of x!(#) with support in B̊Nl . Since ỹ(#)0 = #, this implies by the
minimality of x!(#) (subject to #) that

WBNl
(ỹ(#)) # WBNl

(x!(#)) .

On the other hand, it follows first by proposition 5.4.2 that
!

i"B̊Nl

|ỹ(#)i % ym(#)i| &
1

Nl
.

Adding the estimates for the boundary terms from corollary 5.4.4, that gives us
!

i"BNl

|ỹ(#)i % ym(#)i| &
5

Nl
,

so (5.4.17) follows by proposition 5.2.1.
To show that

WBNl
(ym(#))% 5c

Nl
& WBNl

(x!(#)) , (5.4.18)

we proceed similarly as above and define for every m ! N the configuration x̃(#) !
Bpnm ,qnm

by periodically extending the configuration

x̃(#)i :=

'
x!(#)i if i ! B̊Nl ,

ym(#)i if i ! [%N,%N + r % 1] + [N + 1, pnm %N % 1] .

Since x̃(#)0 = #, it follows by definition of ym(#) that Wpnm ,qnm
(x̃(#)) #

Wpnm ,qnm
(ym(#)). Since x̃(#) is a variation of ym(#) with support in B̊Nl , it follows

that
WBNl

(x̃(#)) # WBNl
(ym(#)).

As above, corollary 5.4.4 together with proposition 5.2.1 imply that

WBNl
(x!(#)) # WBNl

(ym(#))% 4c

Nl
.
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The next two lemmas show that the action over the domains constructed in lemma
5.4.3 approximates the gap action very well.

Lemma 5.4.6. For every Nl as in lemma 5.4.3, and for all corresponding ym,! and
ym(#) from proposition 5.4.2, it holds that

|Pnm(#)% (WBNl
(ym(#))%WBNl

(ym,!))| & 3c

Nl
.

Proof. We first show that

Pnm(#)% (WBNl
(ym(#))%WBNl

(ym,!)) & 3c

Nl
. (5.4.19)

In view of this, we define ỹm(#) by

ỹm(#)i := ym(#)i for all i ! B̊Nl and ỹm(#)i := ym,!
i for all i /! B̊Nl .

Then it holds that

Pnm(#) & Wpnm ,qnm
(ỹm(#))%Wpnm ,qnm

(ym,!) = WBNl
(ỹm(#))%WBNl

(ym,!).

By (5.4.16) it follows that ỹm(#) and ym(#) are l1-close on BNl , so Lipschitz continuity
from proposition 5.2.1 implies that

Pnm(#) & WBNl
(ỹm(#))%WBNl

(ym,!) & WBNl
(ym(#))%WBNl

(ym,!) +
3c

Nl
,

which proves (5.4.19).
To prove that

Pnm(#)% (WBNl
(ym(#))%WBNl

(ym,!)) # % 3c

Nl
(5.4.20)

holds, we define Bc
Nl

:= [Nl + 1, pnm %Nl % 1], and notice that we may assume that
pnm > 2Nl. Recall that "BNl = [%Nl,%Nl+ r% 1]+ [Nl% r+1, Nl] and observe that

"Bc
Nl

= [Nl % r + 1, Nl] + [pnm % 1%Nl, pnm % 1%Nl + r % 1].

Since ym(#), ym,! ! Bpnm ,qnm
, it follows by (5.4.16) and by lemma 5.2.7 that

!

i""Bc
Nl

|ym(#)i % ym,!
i | =

!

i""BNl

|ym(#)i % ym,!
i | &

!

i""BNl

|ym,+
i % ym,!

i | & 3

Nl
.

(5.4.21)
Let us write

Pnm(#)%WBNl
(ym(#))%WBNl

(ym,!) = WBc
Nl
(ym(#))%WBc

Nl
(ym,!).
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Now (5.4.20) easily follows, when we define ỹm by

ỹmi := ym(#) for all i ! B̊c
Nl

and ỹmi := ym,!
i for all i /! B̊c

Nl
.

Namely, it follows on one hand by (5.4.21) that

|WBc
Nl
(ym(#))%WBc

Nl
(ỹm)| & 3c

Nl
,

and on the other hand by the fact that ỹm is a variation of the global minimizer ym,!,
with support in B̊c

Nl
, that

WBc
Nl
(ỹm) # WBc

Nl
(ym,!).

Lemma 5.4.7. For every Nl as in lemma 5.4.3 it holds that

|P!(#)% (WBNl
(x!(#))%WBNl

(x!))| & c

Nl
.

Proof. The proof of this lemma is analogous to the proof of lemma 5.4.6, so we keep
it brief.

Let us define x̃(#) by x̃(#)i := x!(#)i for all i ! B̊N and x̃(#)i := x!
i for all i /! B̊N .

Then it holds that

P!(#) & Wg(x̃(#)) & WBNl
(x̃(#))%WBNl

(x!).

Applying (5.4.15) and proposition 5.2.1 gives us

P!(#)% (WBNl
(x!(#))%WBNl

(x!)) & c

Nl
.

To show that

P!(#)% (WBNl
(x!(#))%WBNl

(x!)) # % c

Nl
,

we define x̃ by x̃i := x!
i for all i ! B̊N and x̃i := x!(#)i for all i /! B̊N . Analogous

arguments as in the second part of lemma 5.4.6, using (5.4.15) and proposition 5.2.1,
show that

Wg(x
!(#))% (WBNl

(x!(#))%WBNl
(x!)) # Wg(x̃)%

c

Nl
# % c

Nl
.

We have now assembled all the tools needed for the proof of the continuity of
Peierls barrier.
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Theorem 5.4.8. Let ! ! R\Q and let qn
pn

be the continued fraction approximation of
!. For every # ! R and n ! N denote Pn(#) := Ppn,qn(#). Then it holds that

lim
n#$

Pn(#) = P!(#).

Proof. By corollary 5.3.2 to the technical lemma, the limit L(#) := limn#$ Pn(#)
uniquely exists. Assume that P!(#) > 0, or that L(#) > 0, since otherwise there is
nothing to prove. By lemma 5.4.1, in both cases a gap g! := [x!, x+] exists, such that
# ! g!0 , and x!, x+ ! Mrec

! . By lemma 5.4.2, there exists an infinite monotone se-
quence Nl ! N such that for each l ! N, there exists another infinite monotone increas-
ing subsequence nm of N, with corresponding configurations ym,!, ym,+ ! Mpnm ,qnm

and ym(#) ! Bpnm ,qnm
satisfying ym(#)0 = #.

Let us fix an l ! N. Then it holds by lemmas 5.4.6 and 5.4.7 that

|P!(#)%Pnm(#)| &| (WBNl
(x!(#))%WBNl

(x!))%(WBNl
(ym(#))%WBNl

(ym,!))|+ 4c

Nl
.

Furthermore, it follows by lemma 5.4.5 and by (5.4.14) that

|P!(#)% Pnm(#)| & 5c

Nl
+

c

Nl
+

4c

Nl
=

10c

Nl
.

Taking Nl " ), this gives us a monotone increasing infinite subsequence {nl}l"N,
such that

|P!(#)% Pnl(#)| &
10c

Nl
.

By uniqueness of the limit, the theorem follows.

5.5 A robustness theorem for minimal laminations
This section is devoted to theorem 5.5.1, which is also the main result of this chapter.
It shows that the collection of local potentials that do not have a minimal foliation
of a specific rotation number ! ! R\Q, is open in the C2 topology.

Let qn/pn be continued fraction approximations of !. We assume that M! is not
a foliation, which implies that there exists a # ! R, such that P!(#) > 0. Moreover,
obviously, there is a gap g! = [x!, x+] in Mrec

! , such that # ! g!0 .
Let 0 < $ , 1 be a small positive constant. We denote by S$ a local action such

that $S % S$$C2 & $. Furthermore, we denote by W $
p,q a periodic action generated

by S$, by M$
p,q the set of (p, q)-periodic minimizers, by gn,$ a (possible) periodic

gap s.t. # ! gn,$0 , and by P $
n the corresponding Peierls barrier function. As above, n

corresponds to the n-th continuous fraction approximate of !. Moreover, we denote
by M$

! the set of Birkho! global minimizers of rotation number ! and by M$,rec
! its

recurrent subset, by g$,! = [y!, y+] the (possible) gap in M$
! s.t. # ! g$,!0 , by W $

g!

the (possible) gap action, and by P $
! the Peierls barrier.
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Theorem 5.5.1. Let qn/pn be continued fraction approximation of ! and assume that
M! is not a foliation, so that there is a # ! R with P!(#) = ( > 0. Then there exists
an $ > 0, such that for all local potentials S$ with $S % S$$C2 & $,

P $
!(#) > 0.

In particular, M$
! is not a minimal foliation.

Proof. By theorem 5.4.8 it holds that limn#$ Pn(#) = (, so there exists an N ! N,
such that it holds for all n # N that Pn(#) # 3%

4 . Moreover, taking N larger if
necessary, we may assume that %

4 # 8·14cr
2N/2 .

Define $ := %
8(pN+2r) and observe that for all y ! BpN ,qN ,

|W $
pN ,qN (y)%WpN ,qN (y)| & (pN + 2r)$ =

(

8
. (5.5.22)

Let yN,$ ! M$
pN ,qN and yN,$(#) such that P $

N (#) = W $
pN ,qN (yN,$(#))%W $

pN ,qN (yN,$).
Then by minimality and by (5.5.22) the following inequalities hold

W $
pN ,qN (yN,$) & W $

pN ,qN (yN ) & WpN ,qN (yN ) +
(

8
,

WpN ,qN (yN ) & WpN ,qN (yN,$) & W $
pN ,qN (yN,$) +

(

8
;

W $
pN ,qN (yN,$(#)) & W $

pN ,qN (yN (#)) & WpN ,qN (yN (#)) +
(

8
,

WpN ,qN (yN (#)) & WpN ,qN (yN,$(#)) & W $
pN ,qN (yN,$(#)) +

(

8
;

from which it easily follows that

|P $
N (#)% PN (#)| & (

4
. (5.5.23)

Since PN (#) # 3%
4 , this implies that

P $
N (#) # (

2
# 8 · 14cr

2N/2
+

(

4
.

Recall that since $ < 1, by proposition 5.2.1 the statement in corollary 5.3.1 holds
also for the perturbed action S$ with the same constant c. Hence, it then follows by
corollary 5.3.1 for all n > N that

P $
n(#) # P $

N (#)% 8 · 14cr
2N/2

# (

4
,

which by theorem 5.4.8 implies that

P $
!(#) = lim

n#$
P $
n(#) #

(

4
> 0.

This finishes the proof.
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